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1. 

What milk to use?
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Kefir can be made from any type of milk (or cream).

Typical milks used for kefir include goat, cow, and sheep, with each eliciting varying

nutritional and sensory qualities.

Making kefir from raw dairy products is ideal, (lactic acid bacteria will thrive best on

unadulterated milk that has not been damaged by excessive heat).

However, if you do not have access to raw dairy, go for dairy of choice, preferable

organic full fat from grass-fed animals.
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In our food to mouth lair we like to use raw un-pasteurised moo and nanny juice, but

any milk is okay — organic raw/ pasteurised cow, goat, sheep, camel, donkey, buffalo,

horse, zebra, yak, llama, alpaca, moose and reindeer, or even human milk.

Kefiring pasteurized milk helps make the milk digestible, however, it will not

reincarnate cooked carrier enzymes.

Kefir helps assimilate the remaining active ingredients of retail milk.

Best not to kefir Ultra-Pasteurized milk, as I am told this type of milk does not

culture.

If using organic powdered milk never use tap water as the chlorine will kill the good

bacteria.

Goats milk kefir is the consistency of watery yoghurt with a mild and almost sweet

flavour!
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Goat milk has a larger number of small fat molecules than cow milk, smaller softer

curd, no cream formation, making Kefir grains easier to separate then raw moo milk.

Goat milk does not contain agglutinin, so the fat molecules do not clump together.

The cow's milk kefir is much thicker, and both taste different.

Try non-dairy for an alternative change but will need to go back to mammal milk

(after 1-2 non-dairy culturing) for growth (to keep alive).

1. How to make Kefir

The traditional, or artisanal, method of making kefir.

Milk is mixed with some kefir grains and left at room temperature for about 24 hours.

The resulting cultured milk is strained to separate out and retrieve the kefir grains.

The grains are saved and added to more milk to repeat the process. That is, it.

1. Add about a good, heaped tablespoon of grains to a one-litre jar of milk or for small

quantities about 1 teaspoon of grains to 1 cup of milk (can use more grains - 1

tablespoon to really separate the milk into Curds and Whey). Leave a space at the top

and cover with a piece of muslin and a rubber band. Place a cover over the jar that

allows the kefir to breath but stops bugs/dust getting in.
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It is not filled, allowing room for some expansion.

2. Then set the jar aside in a warm — but not hot — place for 24 hours, away from

direct sunlight / light. (If the container is not light proof it is best stored in the dark to

prevent degradation of vitamins and inhibition of kefir grains). Place in a cupboard

and cover with a clean tea towel or cloth.

3. During the next 24 hours you can gently stir or agitate your kefir if you desire once

or twice but it is not essential.

4. Depending on how sour and thick you like your kefir. When to your liking, strain

into a clean bottle or jar, keeping the separated grains, transfer liquid to the fridge and

drink or use in recipes.

After the 24 hours we give our kefir a stir to mix it up (especially if it has separated

into curds and whey). Then we pour it into a strainer with small holes and gently

shake it from side to side until most of the liquid has gone through the strainer.
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5. Then simply put the grains into a jar to start a new lot at room temperature, back

into its” cave”.

6. We keep topping up the liquid bottle stored in the fridge, each time we strain -

when it starts to look and smell a tad funky rinse and share with the garden.

7. Then repeat the steps every 24 hours.

Congratulations! You are officially an artisan kefir maker. You are blessed.

 The grains will slowly multiply over time.Note:
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1. 

What to do with excess grains

As grains grow, you can end up with a lot of them all needing love and care.

One of the fascinating things about kefir grains is that they are sustainable.

They grow and replicate.

Consider using your excess grains to culture coconut milk, or a combination of

coconut milk and cashew, hemp, or almond milk etc.

• When kefir grains grow too large, you can eat it or share with a friend who needs a

Kefir starter.

• Apparently, you can freeze or dehydrate spare grains, though we do not. 

We feed any extra to our chickens and pets, who love it.
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1. Going out of town?

Strain grains, put them in a glass jar, just barely cover with milk and put in refrigerator,

changing the milk weekly.

When ready to use again, discard the milk they have been stored in and start over

with fresh milk.

Grains will sleep well up to 7 days, then you will need to put them in fresh milk.

You can repeat this for another seven days. Kefir grains growth will stop in the

refrigerator.
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If they have regular access to a fresh food supply (milk), the grains remain viable

indefinitely.

Tips + troubleshooting

• It is always a good idea to use extra grains for culturing anything other than kefir’s

normal food. This way if something bad happens you still have the main backup.

• Likewise, it is a great idea to make 2 jars of kefir. This way if something bad happens

to one (drops on the floor) you have a backup.
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• Origin, storage, temperature, growth, media (what you feed the kefir to make it

grow) and handling all influence the makeup of the grains.

Making great kefir is all about getting the right milk-to-grains ratio relative to the

ambient temperature.

The art of kefir is learning to let go of the desire to keep grains looking the same or

like posted pictures around the wonderful wide world web – bigger, etc?

The state of growth will always differ. Relax, enjoy, and learn to look forward to the

amazement, just like raising a child or pet.

It will require some experimentation, and you may not get consistent results every

time unless you get scientific about it and measure out the same amount of kefir

grains each time, put them into the same amount of milk, and culture at the same

temperature for the same amount of time.
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is the tricky part because kefir will culture more quickly in warmer

temperatures. 

Temperature 

In cold climates a warm woolly sock or a tea cosy is a great tip to keep the kefir jar

warm and cosy!

So, right about the time you have nailed down wintertime kefir-making, the season

changes and you must reinvent the wheel! 

The easiest way, though, is just to decrease the amount of kefir grains you use in hot

summer temperatures (or increase the amount of milk) so that kefir will culture more

slowly. 

Try straining it sooner (16-18 hours instead of 24 hours), some peeps living in the

tropics slow it down by refrigerating or placing an ice-brick in a container for maybe 6

hours so you can still strain at your usual time. 

That sounds too complicated for my kitchen and as with any hobby if you make it

complicated you soon give up on the idea.
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The need to prevent overcrowding of kefir grains, and to maintain a reasonable

constant grain-to-milk ratio makes it essential to remove a portion of kefir grains

from the batch. Apart from the advantage in preventing overcrowding of grains to

avoid over fermentation, the other advantage is to produce a kefir with a reasonable

constant character and consistency on an ongoing basis.

What Temperature is best?

Temperature is a crucial factor in the control of fermentation. Optimum temperature

for culturing kefir is between 22° to 30° C if it is not too above (about 40 °C / 104 °F),

or much below 4 °C (39 °F) where the process will cease.

• Designate a spot away from direct sunlight for kefir culturing.
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Help, my kefir is expanding out of the jar!

Leave headroom ... It is a good idea to fill jars to no more than ¾ full.

As the kefir grains ferment the milk, they produce carbon dioxide.

If you do not leave some headroom, the finished kefir can expand out of the space of

the jar.

Cover with a muslin cloth and string / rubber band to cover the kefir while it is

fermenting. It allows the gas to escape out of the jar while keeping bugs and other

things out.

If feeding to young children, remember by having kefir in a closed container (like a

Fido jar) – it can end up milk schnapps – (fizzy and alcoholic) Yum! Yum! grown-up

cocktail base.

 What type of Strainer?

The grains are easiest removed from the liquid by straining using a non-corrosive

straining utensil such as bamboo, stainless steel, or food grade plastic.
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Avoid strainers with large holes as the smaller grains can creep through the holes and

keep on feasting (fermenting) to end up with very sour liquid. 

When is it ready to strain?

When you start to see small pockets of whey, and the milk has changed to be more

gelatinous, the kefir is probably ready.

Taste to see when soured to your liking … taste kefir at different stages (6 hours, 12

hours, 24 hours/ 48 hours) to find the stage you prefer.

 the warmer it is the quicker to ferment.Rule of thumb:

A strainer that you can gently bounce or lightly squeeze is a great option to help

separate the grains from the liquid without too much handling.

 If left longer, a tart Kefir results, with whey separation at the bottom of the container.

This does not mean it is bad, but can make straining more difficult, and some find it

too tart for their taste.
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The longer left, the more lactose and protein is consumed making it more digestible

than ordinary milk.

The longer milk kefir cultures the sourer and folate-rich it becomes, but take care not

to culture it too long, as it can become unpalatable and then you will need to kill

some good beasties and cook with it, or you could indulge and bath with it! We like to

work on a 24-hour cycle.

I prefer to make kefir prior to night sleep, my Tilley meditating time, followed by a

shot glass full and I sleep like a contented baby.
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• Avoid damaging Kefir grains: best not to add Kefir grains to a hot jar straight after

washing the jar with hot water! We add the milk first and then the grains.

Although some peeps mark the spot on the bottle for the same number of grains each

time and then add milk.

We know Life can get busy and if you happen to forget kefir.

Kefir is quiet forgiving.

Strain, pray, feed, and go ahead as usual.
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They may be extra happy and eat through the new milk quickly, so keep an eye on

them and strain when it looks ready. It may take a couple of goes before back to your

taste.

Try to get into a 24-hour routine that suits – whilst making breakfast or before

bedtime etc.

Separation Problem

Separation is totally normal and happens as milk becomes sour.
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If getting major separation within 24 hours, it maybe fermenting too quickly.

Try adding more milk when you start a new batch or remove some of the grains when

making the next batch.

Try to maintain ratio of 1 -2 teaspoons / tablespoons of grains to 1 cup of milk.

Although I must admit to never measuring kefir, but I like it thick and to really tickle

my sour taste buds!
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Also, it might be warm in your home, during the summer months and this will make

separation occur faster, so shortening the fermentation time may be of help.

• Add more milk to your next batch or reduce amount of grains
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• Shorten fermentation time to around 12 hours – especially in tropical hot summer

days.

Should we rinse the grains?

We never do and in travels around the globe, the traditional peeps never rinse the

grains. However, from *Keith Steinkraus’s “Handbook of Indigenous Fermented Foods”

on page 306, rinsing seems to slow the growth of the grains.

When using excess grains to ferment non-dairy sources you may like to rinse in the

target milk before adding grains.
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However, if they produce great tasting kefir that delight the sour taste buds.

Taste + texture + smell
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The taste, texture and smell of kefir depending on several factors; The culture time,

the temperature of your home, and the ratio of kefir grains to milk.
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Kefir has a uniform and slightly creamy consistency.

Great kefir remains on the side of the glass – mmm what tongues and fingers were

invented for!

 Trust your nose, although properly fermented kefir should have a

slight subtle bread-like yeast aroma. Fermentation can create strong aromas and

flavours, if not accustomed you might think the “right” smells are wrong.

Poo it smells rotten

• You will KNOW if the smell is wrong. There is only one thing that smells and looks

like mould or rotten as opposed to the gift of fermentation.
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 Kefir can occasionally taste yeasty, particularly if “overdone” and

separated into curds and whey. Yeasty is not a huge problem, however, use common

sense and do not drink it if it otherwise looks, smells, and/or tastes bad. 

Yuck! Yeasty Taste

There is an assortment of over forty aromatic compounds contributing to the unique

flavour and distinctive pleasant aroma of kefir.

However, fermenting something rogue is not really a huge concern; both the acidity

of the kefir and the culturing organisms do a good job of keeping away any little

nasties.
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, if kefir is not pink and visibly mouldy, it is fine to use.Texture Thick or runny

Even if the kefir is yeasty and you do not like the flavour, incorporate into recipes and

use it that way instead.

We are sharing plenty of recipes to get your creative juices flowing!
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• Finished Kefir can keep in the refrigerator up to two weeks or more. (Even in your

refrigerator the fermentation process continues, but at a much slower pace.)

What is the difference between DIY kefir and commercial?

Commercial kefir is produced using powdered kefir starter rather than the actual

“grains,” and therefore does not possess nearly the probiotic diversity of traditional

kefir.
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Certain strains of organisms in the kefir grains cannot be cultured once they are

separated from the micro-flora. 

The best way to obtain traditional kefir is to make it yourself with kefir grains.

Hence, these organisms are not found in artificial kefir-starters, or in commercial

kefir.
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Where to get ‘grains’
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The kefir grain is very easy to purchase online, or local kefir lovers will happily share

and adopt out some babies. You must love the idea of cultures being used to culture

community.

• When your new grains arrive - it may take a couple of batches before they settle in.

Your first couple batches of kefir might not come out how you like…the kefir may be

too thin, too sour, too yeasty, too whatever. This is normal, so do not worry; some

grains need time to adjust, others do not.
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How much and when to consume.
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Because everyone’s microbiome is unique, people will react differently – start slow

and small.

Some thoughts are to have kefir at the beginning of the day, so you start off with a

dose of probiotics and can digest everything well afterward.
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So, have plain kefir on an empty stomach first thing in the morning. We eat like kings

at breakfast however, for peeps skipping breakfast it can coat the stomach with a

protective layer—especially if you plan on reaching for coffee on an empty stomach.

Some people find it helps to first try kefir with meals, such as a little amount with

breakfast.

It can also work as an evening snack ... a small glass to curb hunger is better than

reaching for treats at 9:00 p.m. Kefir twice a day?
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Kefir is a very potent probiotic ... start slowly and work your way up from 1 spoonful

per day to drinking half a cup. Advance to ingesting excess or spare kefir grains ... if

desired, consuming ripened kefir perhaps with added herbs and enjoying freshly

strained kefir.
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Your body may need to adjust, especially if you have yeast imbalances.

The key is not to overdo it. Too large a portion may provoke a * healing crisis, occurring

when the probiotics kill off pathogens in your gut.

When these pathogens die, they release potent toxins.

* A relatively healthy body usually does not experience any ‘negative’ side effects.

However, some may experience detoxification symptoms popularly known as healing

crisis or a leave the room, gurgle tummy, propeller bum explosion time!
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 Try 24-hour fermented kefir first thing in the

morning to wake the digestive system up and / or small doses before bedtime when

the friendly bacteria often do their best work.

There is really no kefir bad time ...
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Or / and before each meal for optimal digestion.
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Kefir three/four times a day?

Little and often through the day is preferable to one large daily dose. Guidelines are

just that, it is trial and error to find the right amount for everyone.

So far, I have been blessed without any major health challenges and I just go with my

gut!
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Ways with kefir

• Tickle those sour taste buds and drink as is, sweeten (a great way to start drinking

kefir is by mixing with fresh passion fruit).

Or strain to make a thicker kefir, or strain even more to make a yummy kefir cheese.

Kefir has great potential to shake up your menu plans.

• Kefir may be double fermented. After the finished kefir is strained, it can be

combined with additional milk and left at room temperature for another 24 hours.
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You can quadruple the volume, or more, with this method, helping get a lot of kefir

quickly if required.

The balance in this may be slightly different, however it is a good way to get enough

for making cheese.

• Kefir is an incredibly fresh and delicious taste experience. With fresh garden herbs,

fermented garlic + ginger and turmeric in lime juice, ‘kraut juice, smashed avocado or

as an ingredient in dressings, dips and sauces.

Great as a base for avocado and spinach dip.
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• Kefir is one of the main ingredients in soups like cold borscht, borsch, okroshka, and

solyanka. Okroshka (from the Russian word kroshit- crumble) is basically a light salad

(raw onion, cucumber, hard-boiled egg, potato, no lettuce!) mixed with kefir and

served cold – great picnic food in a thermos!

• Savoury, spicy, and tangy - for those who love to make their lips pucker in delight!

Make a veggie kefir drink and add spices to taste. Kefir cools the heat of spices.

• For a portable meal, pack a small amount of kefir in a reusable pot with a lid that

stays on firmly.
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• Lightly simmer turmeric and fresh ground pepper. Add raw / Manuka honey and kefir

to make an earthy and comforting beverage.

• Shake up, shape up Kefir makes refreshing beverages on their own or mixed with

fruits, vegetable juice, iced organic coffees, cacao, and teas as well as other whole

food additions. In summer we created a delicious smoothie from our garden ... with

fresh figs, bananas, coconut milk kefir, and a touch of turmeric paste and fresh mint!

• To flavour and sweeten, add infused raw local / Manuka honey, or chia jam.
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Make sure to have some kefir plain throughout the day, and it will not be long, and

you will skip the honey and jam pot.

• Add edible flowers and blossoms (mallow, nasturtium, marigolds, borage, fuchsia,

rose, rose hips, rosella, jasmine and zucchini or pumpkin blossoms).

• Delicious mixed or served with fresh seasonal fruit.

 Fermented flower buds give extra probiotic zing!

https://lynniestein.com/
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• Berries and kefir cream, berries and whipped coconut kefir cream, berries and kefir

ice cream, berries and kefir cheese, berries, and kefir.
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• Adding fresh fruit, sliced bananas, chopped pears, tropical delights (avocado, mango,

dragon fruit, chocolate sapote, etc) sliced oranges or mandarin sections, or halved

grapes are all excellent. One of my favourite combinations is fresh picked Thompson

pink grapefruit segments sliced into plain kefir. It is refreshing as part of my breakfast

and never fails to wake me up!

• As a variation you can mix in some popped buckwheat grouts as well or prepared

fermented cereal (quinoa / amaranth / millet, etc) as a breakfast, lunch, or snack. Try

adding 2 large tablespoons homemade muesli to 150 ml kefir and mix. Add finely

chopped (peeled and cored) apple and cinnamon.
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• Fruit Gondolas – choose summer fruits when they are in season in your part of the

globe. Papaya or melon boats – cut in half lengthways and scoop out seeds and some

of the flesh. Arrange fruit to look like passengers in a gondola-style boat. Drizzle with

kefir and decorate as desired.

•  Mix meat and kefir and wait at least twelve hours. The meat will

become very tender. Whole roasts / sliced meat cuts. Grandma would serve with

walnut sauce, sauerkraut salad and bitter greens.

Tenderize meat.

• Kefir does double duty: Harissa Chicken; first marinates the chicken to tenderness,

then served as a live-culture dipping sauce with the finished dish.
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It is a hot, aromatic paste made from chili and assorted other spices and herbs. 

What is Harissa? 

It is spicy and fragrant and a perfect partner for kefir. (recipe in spice and all smelly

things nice).
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• Kefir used in place of yoghurt. Choose 2-3 Probiotic Raitas to soothe the palate and

provide a cooling contrast to a curry feast.

• Add at the very last moment to a cooked curry or dollop on soup.

• Serve as a side dish to Moroccan stew dishes.

• Add to raw treats and desserts, icy pole moulds, icings, and frostings for cakes.

• Kefir Parfaits are a fancy, but very easy dish.

Use wine or parfait glasses to show off your handy work.

Layer with seasonal fruits-soaked quinoa granola, kefir and kefir activated nuts and

seeds if desired.
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• Kefir Cheese and butter.

How about Ice Cream? Or popped popsicles that no child has yet been known to

spurn.

• Make herbed cream cheese, or a fruit-flavoured cream cheese, feta, cheddar and

congatella.

• Used as a cheese starter, replacing rennet cultures commonly used. Every cheese

can be made with kefir as a starter culture. It is a universal starter, containing bacteria

that are adaptable to cheese making in any conditions.
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• A starter for nut cheese

• To ferment grains or flours

• Kefir can serve as a source of bacteria for aging cheeses: Kefir contains bacterial

species that feed on the products left behind by lactic acid bacteria. Kefir provides

successions of ripening bacteria to any aged cheese. Cheeses made with kefir as a

starter do not taste of kefir — their flavour is comparable to traditionally made raw

milk cheeses, as the community of microorganisms in kefir is very similar to the

community of microorganisms in raw milk.
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• To help dephytinized grains, nuts, and seeds.  More

mineral availability and easier digestion!

And what does that mean?

• As a raising agent

• It is also useful as a buttermilk substitute in baking

Here are a few tips for cooking and baking with kefir:

Like any probiotic food, however, 100 degrees F is the generally accepted cut-off

temperature for bacteria to remain alive.
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Some suggest the heat and cold (as in freezing kefir) exposed bacteria do have

beneficial properties. Seems counter intuitive but there is so much we do not

understand about this internal universe of flora.

• Added to baked goods such as pancakes, waffles, and breads, or in desserts as a

replacement for other milk products such as yoghurt or buttermilk.

• Use a 1-to-1 ratio when substituting for buttermilk, sour cream and yoghurt in a

recipe that will be cooked or baked.
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• When substituting for sour cream or yoghurt in a dressing recipe, place kefir in the

freezer for about 30 minutes before measuring – Use a 1-to-1 ratio for substitution.

• Mix kefir with a little powdered organic icing sugar or blitzed un-refined sugar to

make a quick, tangy glaze for cakes and more – tastes great with orange or lemon zest

or fresh beetroot juice (for pink icing).

• Garden helpers. When rinsing kefir storage and fermenting bottles – do not let it go

down the drain – feed to the enormous kingdom of life underneath the ground.

Second ferment (champagne of milks)

• When making dips, substitute ½ the mayonnaise, yoghurt or sour cream called for

with kefir
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PLEASE NOTE:

 It has a little more carbonation (hence why it is called champagne of milks - more

alcohol .. best not to share with children, pregnant or nursing mamas.)

Kefir contains about .08 to .1% alcohol for 24-hour cultured kefir.

If fermented beyond 24 hours, especially when carbonated with a lid on for a few

hours after the initial process of fermentation,

 Kefir can develop a bubbly effervescence that may contain 2% - 3% alcohol. 

Alcohol content will depend on the type of milk and ripening conditions. 

No fear! 

Most things with high sugar content (fruit, fruit juices) have bacteria that through

fermentation produces ethanol. 

A normal glass of fresh orange juice can naturally contain up to 0.5% alcohol.
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 lemon or orange peel, goji berries, whole strawberries, Chia ground

herbs / tea bag, cinnamon stick, and vanilla bean / powder / paste. Take the herb / peel

/ berry out after the second ferment.

Second ferment:

After making kefir normally, take the grains out, place kefir in a clamp down style jar

(Fido). Peel a strip with a vegetable peeler of an organic lemon or orange, add basil or

cacao nibs. Vanilla bean and goji are a tasty pairing, Place in jar and clamp the glass lid

down.
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Avoid metal lids in making or storing of kefir, as the acids created by fermentation will

corrode it.

Leave on your counter for 12 – 24 hours. Place in refrigerator and enjoy. 

Brewing herbs with kefir may improve bioavailability of Phyto-Active compounds of

herbs. 

 ground cumin and coriander are a great pairing. Or a piece of fresh

turmeric or a pinch of dried turmeric or a dash of turmeric paste.

Seasoning spices:

Caraway, fennel and anise seed and cinnamon bark, can be ground to a course

powder,

It is so yummy, it is lighter and creamy and flavoured with spices, lemon, or orange

etc.

 and added to fresh kefir, and then ripened at room temperature for 1 to 2 days, 

or longer fermented under airlock.
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Birthday breakfast
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Bircher birthday breakfast
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Soak tiger nuts
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Soak almonds
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Add a dash of kefir to pet’s dinner!
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Cake frosting & dips.
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• Beauty treatments (see bacterial beauty)
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Making kefir is an artisanal craft. Some say the name Kefir came from the Russian

language in the 1880 ’s, meaning “Pleasure Drink” other sources claim the word

kefir to originate from the Turkish word "Keif" meaning “Good Feeling" – and we

agree with both.. Joie de vivre Kefir, keefir, or kephir alternatively.. milk kefir, Tibetan

milk, Tibetan mushroom, milchkefir, tibetanischer pilz, caucasian milchkefir,

kefirknolle, yogurt plant, yogurt de pajaritos, yogurt fungus, búlgaros, galodium,

kefyras and Isgelen Tarag. American (KEE'-fur) or the Russian pronunciation (ke-

FEER'). 

No matter what you call it or how you pronounce it, this stuff packs a powerful

probiotic punch!


